
Guidelines for the authors of the PCT conference

for formatting of posters (LATEXdocument)∗

A.B. First1, C.D. Second2

OrganisationA1, OrganisationB2

Poster (one A4 page long) contains information about plans and initial results of recently
started scientific research.

Poster, in contrast with full and short papers, does not contain abstract and keyword list.
At the same time poster may contain figure(s), table(s) and reference list.

Poster should have size 297 × 210 mm. All margins should have the same size of 25 mm.
Numbering, forced page breaks and footers are not allowed.
For the title of the poster bold Times New Roman font with 16 pt size and center alignment

should be used. Title is separated by one blank line from all the text above.
List of authors appears in 12 pt Times New Roman with center alignment and is separated

from the title by a single blank line with 16 pt size. Authors are listed through commas, initials
are written before the last name.

Organization has 12 pt Times New Roman font with center alignment and is separated from
the list of authors by one blank line of 6 pt size. Please, specify the official names (not abbre-
viations) of organizations. If authors work in different organizations, two or more organizations
can be listed through commas. In this case author’s affiliation is identified by the footnote.

Times New Roman is used as a font of the paper. Paragraphs are typed by 11 pt font size
with width alignment, single line spacing, and automatic hyphenation. Using bold style in the
text is undesirable. Paragraphs are not separated by intervals and begin with a 7 mm indented
line.

All figures and tables should have a caption, typed by 10 pt font with top and bottom 6
pt separation and central alignment. Caption to a table is placed above the table, caption to a
figure — under the figure.

Cross-references should be placed in square brackets and listed in ascending order, separated
by commas or dashes, for example: [1], [1, 2, 4], [1, 2].

Reference list is numbered in Arabic numerals with font of 11 pt and with left alignment.
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